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Taxing Foreign Source Income :
The Economic and Equity Issues
By Norman B_ Ture s
With the growth of U.S . private investment abroad over the past decade . the
U .S. Federal income tax provisions pertaining to foreign source income hav e
been increasingly tar gets of tax reform .
Those who urge increasing the U_S_ tax
on foreign source income argue that the
present tax treatment (1) is inequitable
because it imposes a lower U .S_ tax bu y
den on foreign income of U_S_ companies
than that Icticd on the income of dorncstic U .S. corporations, and (?) subsidizcs investment abroad by U .S. multinational companies at the expense of
domestic U .S. investment, production,
and employment .
Neither the equity nor the economi c
case for increasing the U.S . tax on foreig n
source income is anahticallveorrect . The
basic tax reform proposals—for reducing
if not eliminating the foreign tax credi t
and for requiring current payment o f
U .S. tax on undistributed foreign earnings—would neither enhance the equit y
in the taxation of those who bear these

tax burdens nor contribute to greate r
productivity and cf6cicncv of the U.S _
economy . On the contrary, these ta x
chan ges would aggravate the inequities
in the corporation income tax : they
would differentiate corporation incom e
tax liabilities on the basis of the locatio n
of the coon 3mic activity giving rise t o
corporations incomes . without regard to
the differing economic situations of those
who actually bear the corporation in come tax burden . They would . moreover,
distort the allocation of capital resources
and impair the productivity- and efficiency of the U .S. economy.
This statement is addressed to both th e
equity and economic issues involved i n
determining the appropriate treatment
in the U.S . income tax of the foreign
earnings if U .S. companies . My analysi s
urges that on the score of both equity and
economics. not only should the basic
reform proposals be rejected . but foreign
earnings—or losses--should be completcly excluded from the U.S . tax .

The Equity Issu e
Tht standard equity argument agains t
the ex sting provisions is that they violat e
the cq jity requirement that persons wit h
equal incomes should pay equal taxes .
This results because the present pro visions allow a credit for foreign taxes

against U .S . tax liability but only a deduction from income for taxes paid to a
U .S. State or local government . Why ,
according to this argument . should taxes
paid to a foreign government receiv e
better Federal income tax treatment tha n

•7he dery s expressed in this sratenrent are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
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taxes paid to a state or local governmen t
in the U_S_?

holders. _applying the conventiona l
criterion to corporations . in fart .
neee-viarity involes violating the saute
This cquity argument rests on the per- equity criterion for real persons.
sonification of corporations for purpose s
To be useful for purposes of corporat e
of the taw. a concept upon which th e
. an equity criterion should be
taxation
separate income taxation of corporate
addressed to considerations that a w
business is based. Since it is a widcl• acpertinent to corporations in their fsi .e.cptcd and intuitively appealing view tha t
tiona of organizing and undertat .ing
persons with equal income should pa :
production activities_ A togicall -satisequal taxes . corporate persona with equal
factory equity criterion we.-it .3 :cquirc
incomes. presumably. should also pay that equal tax liabilities ctiicd on
equal taxes . The identity of the jurisbusinesses imposing equal opportunit y
diction to which the corporation par s
costs on the cconomy . where opportunit y
taxes . according to this argument . is
costs are deemed . in an efficiently operirrelevant : taxes paid to a foreign govcrn- ating market economy. to he adequately
ment on a given amount of incom e measured by the value of the productio n
should be treated as deductions in th e inputs used by the business. hence denied
same way as taxes paid to a State o r to alternative production uses_ To be
municipalit . and should not be credite d completely satisfactory in this respect.
against the L.S . tax .
the tax should be imposed on the total o f
such costs a business imposes. that is. on
This argument . however. presumes the total payments it rnakcs for all of the
that the income taxes paid by corpo- production inputs it uses. If only the payrations come to rest only on the corporate ment for capital services . i .e . . profits. is to
entity itself. But thhkis can't pay taxes: be taxed . the basic principle should
only people do . If we recognize. as we nevertheless be adapted to that tax_
should . that the burden of the corpoIf this principle were implemented . n o
ration income tax falls on individuals as
U_S_
tax would be imposed on the forsavers and investors and . insofar as th e
eign-source
income of U_S . business since
n
amount of saving and capital is less tha
the
production
activity generating tha t
.
on
workers
whose
it otherwise would be
productivity . hence real wages, are les s income has imposed no cost on the U.S .
than otherwise . then the argument that Thesc costs arc imposed solely within th e
corporations with equal income should foreign jurisdictions whose real produ c
pay equal taxes is substantiveiy vacuous . tion inputs are used . The mere fact tha t
The amount of taxes paid by any tw o the foreign operation is undertaken by a
U_S. company should have no bearing on
corporations with equal incomes has n o
the
determination of the jurisdiction
systematic bearing on the amount of th e
which
should impose taxes : there is no
tax burdens on the individuals wh o
more
reason
for the U .S. tax to apply to
supply the saving : and capital generating
the
foreign
income
produced by a U.S.
e
the corporations' net incomes . Unless on
company's
subsidiary
. division . branch .
.
grossly
contrary
to
fact
.
that
assumes
individual shareholders are identical wit h what have you, than there is for the U .S .
respect to their marginal tax brackets and to impose its tax on any company of an y
portfolio composition . equal corporate other nationality operating in the foreig n
income tax liabilities on two corpo- jurisdiction .
rations almost inevitably mean disparat e
This is not to say that the investmenr
tax burdens on their respective share - by the U .S . company in the foreign

subsidiary is costless to the U .S . In rea l
terms . financing such investment rcquires an equal amou p_t of U .S . production for exports in excess of import s
since . by definition . net foreign investment is equal to the net export of good s
and services . The production in the U .S.
of the goods for export. of course . imposes real costs . but the income payments made to these production input s
are subject to U.S . income tax (al though tax on the payments for capital input—profits—may be partiali y
deferred under the DISC provisions).
The costs imposed in the U_S . to finance. in real terns. the foreign investment, therefore. do give rise to U .S.
tax liability just as if the exported good s
were produced for use in the U .S . In come generated by foreign companie s
in the U.S . should . for the same reason.
be full subject to U .S . tax . irrespective
of the foreign jurisdictions tax pro visions pertaining to its nationa . s
foreign source income. since this in come generation necessarily impose s
costs on the U .S . economy .
In the light of this principle . the
appropriate tax reform in the interest s
of greater equity is not to tax the foreign-source income of U .S. companie s
as if the income had been earned in th e
U .S. but . on the contrary, to exclude
foreign-source income—and losses —
entirely from the base of the U.S . corporation income tax . Moreover. the
no-U .S .-tax prescription should appl y
whether or not the foreign earnings are
shifted from one foreign jurisdictio n
to another or returned to the U .S.
Should the repatriated earnings he re invested in the U .S . . the domestic in come generated by this invcsmcn t
would . as a matter course, be subject to
U .S. tax .
It is difficult to perceive how the ta x
reform proposal for the eliminatio n
of so-called "deferral" squares with the

conventional equity standard tha t
equally situated taxable entities shoul d
rccei% equal tax treatment . In the case
of domestic U .S. companies. share holders are not required to include i n
their incomes the undistributed profits
of the corporations whose shares they
own. Iltc tax reform proposal to em pose U.S . tax liability on a U.S . company with respect to its share of the
earnings of its foreign subsidiaries i n
the year in which those earnings ar e
realized rather than when they arc distributed to the U.S . company clearly
would differentiate tax treatmen t
among U .S. corporations solely on the
basis of the location of their income generating activity.
Present law differentiates tax treatment in other respects on the basis o f
the location of the income . Foreig n
subsidiaries of U .S. companies canno t
claim the investment tax credit nor use
the asset depreciation range system i n
-determining their depreciation deductions. Neither can losses of these foreig n
subsidiaries be offset against the U .S.
parent company's income. If it were
meaningfully and consistently applied .
the equity argument for elimination o f
the foreign tax credit—the same ta x
treatment should apply to taxes paid b y
foreign subsidiaries as to the taxes pai d
by domestic companies to States an d
localities—would call for eliminating th e
other differentials as well, changes which
reform advocates oppose on ground s
haying little to do with their view of
equity.
The present foreign tax credit closely
approximates the no-U .S . tax prescription when the effective foreign tax rat e
is the same or greater than the effectiv e
U .S. income tax rate. It fails to meet thi s
equity standard when the foreign rate i s
less than the U .S .rate . since sonic U .S .
tax then is imposed with reslxxt to cost ;
which the U .S . does not sustain .

The Economic Issues
The tax reform argument for increasing U .S. income tax liabilities on foreign source income is that the presen t
tax provisions subsidize investment b y
U .S . multinational companies in foreign
operations . This tax subsidy- it is
claimed . shifts investment that otherwise
would be undertaken in the United
States to forcian sites . -►s a result . so i t
is argued . there is less capital in th e
United States and more capital abroa d
than would be the case if the U .S . ta x
fell equall-r- per dollar of return on domestic U .S. and foreign investment_ Th e
consequence of this alleged tax-induce d
shift of U .S . capital to foreign locations is less output, employment, an d
income at home than otherwise.
Those who view foreign investment b y
U .S . companies as reducing or "displacing' deniestic invesment . also argue
that such investment (1) shifts production from the United States to foreign
sites, therefore directly transfering output and employment from this countr y
to other nations, and (2) transfers U .S .
technological advantages to other nations, thereby increasing their productivity relative to that of the United State s
and weakening the competitive positio n
of U .S . business: the consequent increase
in U .S . imports. and reduction in its exports, it is argued . necessarily impairs
the balance of payments and means a loss
of domestic output and employment .
On the basis of these arguments, the
present tax treatment presumabl y
should he changed to eliminate the alleged subsidy to investment abroad by
taxing foreign source income as if it wer e
earned in the United States . This ta x
change, so it is argued would result in a
return to the United States of substa p tia l
amounts of the capital of U .S . companie s
now situated abroad . The overall cco -

nomic consequences of this repatriatio n
of U.S. capital would be . ostensibly. th e
reverse of the effects attributed to th e
alleged present subsidy of foreign investment . as described above.
Several basic questions are raised by
these tax reform arguments. One of these
is whether the present tax provisions d o
indeed subsidize forcien investment b y
U .S. companies. Another is whether the
consequences of the existing tax provisions fot U .S . domestic capital formation . productivity- total output. employment . and income are as claimed by
advocates of increasing U .S . taxes o n
foreign-source income. A corollary question is whether the proposed revisions
would produce the favorable economi c
effects ascribed to them by these advocates. and the implications of these revisions for U .S . international trade.
1 . Do the present tax provision s
subsidize foreign inv estment'
The overall thrust of these tax refor m
proposals is that foreign investment by
U .S . companies is excessive . It is axiomatic that trade . freely entered into .
increaws the economic well being of th e
participants; it allows them to use th e
production capability at their disposa l
to obtain a greater amount of valuabl e
goods and services than if they had t o
produce themsel ves all of the goods and
services they use . Trade, in short, is a
means of increasing productivity . The
exchange of production capability, freely
entered into, similarly increases productivity . Decisions as to the hest place i n
which to locate production facilities
clearly are impelled by determination s
of where the use of the facilities will b e
most productive- where the flow of in come they produce will be the greatest .
If a given amount of machine tools manufactured in country D, for example, can

be more productively used in counts• F .
that is, if the present value of the increas e
in income the ux of these tools will afford
is greater in F than in D_ surely it is t o
the advantage of D to have the machine
tools weed in F . D will need to use les s
of its production inputs to produce exports to F to pay for the output of th e
machine tools than it would need to us e
to produce the same output in D . Th e
production resources saved in D by this
arrangement then may be used in D t o
produce those goods and ser vices i n
which D is more efficient . In short, the
allocation of the capital represented by
the machine tools to F increases D's production capability. as it does F's.
Presumably there should he little argument on this score . The issue should
be confined to whether the amount o f
foreign investment undertaken by U.S.
companies is so large that at the margi n
the present value of the income flow on
such investment which the U .S. econom y
may claim is less than it would be if the
marginal investment were made at home .
This would result if because of some institutional factors. for example. U .S. ta x
laws. the foreign investment were subsidized . If it were shown that the presen t
tax provisions do not subsidize such in vestment. presumably the issue should
thereby be resolved : we should conclude
that the magnitude of that investment at
least roughly approximates the optimu m
amount . i .e ., the amount which maximizcs the real income the U .S . econom y
can obtain from the use of that amoun t
of capital .
The most critical issue, therefore ,
should be whether the present law ta x
provisions subsidize foreign investmen t
by U .S . companies .
The validity of the assertion that th e
present tax provisions subsidize foreig n
investment clearly depends on what a
subsidy is . Susidics take a multitude o f
forms but their common characteristic is

that they reduce the costs of—or increas e
the prices received for—the subsidized
activity relative to alternative activities .
If the present tax provisions are deeme d
to subsidize foreign investment by U .S.
companies. they crust reduce the cost o f
foreign relative to domestic investment —
or equivalently . increase the returns o n
foreign relative to domestic im-estmcnt .
compared with the relative costs or re turns that would prevail in a neutral ta x
environment . A neutral tax is one which does not
alter the relative prices of goods . serv ices.
activities . production inputs . and so fort h
in the private sector. As a practical matter. of course . perfect tax neutrality i s
never achieved : as a policy criterion, ncutrality calls for taxes with the least possibic effect on private sector relative
prices . With respect to the tax treatment
of foreign-source income. perfect neutrality in the respective tax systems of two
countries would mean that relative price s
in the private sectors in each country
would be unchanged by the taxes. hence
would differ from each other in the saute
way as if no taxes had been imposed i n
either. If the nationals of either count y
choose to engage in income-generatin g
activity in the other. such activities
should be governed solely by the opportunities and constraints which th e
other's price structure present . But if on e
country imposes a tax on its nationals in come produced in the other. it clearlywil l
alter the relative prices its nationals con front compared to the prices they woul d
confront if exposed only to the foreig n
jurisdiction's taxes . Neutrality, therefore .
requires that each country impose no ta x
whatever on the income its nationals de rive abroad, leaving such income fully ex posed to the taxation of the countr y
within whose jurisdiction it is generated .
The view of neutrality advanced t o
support the tax reform proposals is quit e
different . This tax-reform concept is that

neutrality requires U .S . tax treatmen t
which maximizes U.S . real output and
income_ According to this so-called national neutrality criterion, the required
tax treatment is that which will eiasur c
"_ . . that the total U .S. returns to capital,
which are shared between the U .S. government in the form of taxes and the netof-tax return to American investors . _
is -_ _ . the same whether the capital were
located at home or abroad . Equality o f
total returns --- would be achieved if U_S .
firms paid the same current rate of tax to
the U_S ge ernment no matter where
earnings arose--' On this view. taxes paid
by U.S_ companies to a foreign jurisdiction on their income subject to that
jurisdictions tax laws should not b e
credited against U.S . tax, but merel y
deducted from the company's foreig n
income to determine the amount of that
income subject to U_S . tax. -For example, if a firm domiciled in the United
States earned 5180 in Mexico and if
Mexican taxes were $80, the firm woul d
pay a U.S_ tax of S48 (48 percent of
S104"2 In this case, the company's total
tax on the income :generated in Mexic o
would be S128In contrast, under present law (ignoring the foreign tax credit limitation )
it would pay a U .S. tax of 56.40 on th e
Mexican income (48 percent of S 180 les s
the foreign tax credit equal to the 58 0
paid to the Mexican government); it s
total tax would be 586 .40, the same as if
the 5180 had been earned in the United
States ; its after-tax earnings would be
593 .60, the same as if earned in the U .S.
Under the so-called national neutralit y
tax rules. in other words, the company
would pay an effective tax rate of 71 . 1
percent, almost half again as high as th e
rate on the same amount of U .S. income
and 60 percent higher a rate than that
imposed by Mexico on the income earned

in its jurisdiction . From the company's
viewpoint, this type of tax treatment i s
highly discriminatory against investmen t
in Mexico. it is a substantial negative
subsidy on foreign investment by U .S _
companies . Such investment in Mexico
could not be undertaken unless the pretax return were at least 5324, that is. S 144
or 80 percent greater. Clearly there are
likely to be far fewer investment opportunities which would afford these greatl y
enlarged returns. Hence, foreign investment by U .S. companies would be discouragcd . Companies of other nationalitics, subject to less punitive taxes. the n
would confront less competition fo r
investment opportunities in Mexico . The
proposed change in the U .S_ tax treatment of foreign source income, in othe r
words, would subsidize the investmen t
in .Mexico by foreign companies .
From the point of view of the U .S .
government, according to the advocates
of this type of tax treatment, this curtailment of foreign investment is desirable. Limiting investments abroad to
those which would afford these much
higher returns would ensure that the tota l
of the returns claimed by the U .S . government and the investing company would
be the same as if the investment had bee n
made at home . In this example, the Mexican government would receive 5144 o f
the S324 of pretax Mexican earnings ,
leaving S 180 for the U .S . government an d
the investing company to share .
Hinging this type of tax treatment o n
how much of the returns to capital both
the U .S . government and the owners of
the capital receive has perverse results . It
makes the acceptability of foreign i nvestment depend on how severely the Unite d
States taxes capital income, hcncc o n
how severely it constrains its growth i n
capital relative to labor inputs, hcncc th e

'Gary C Ilufhaucr . " A Guide to law and Pok).' I'S Tararhm of Awri an Auuarsr 4hr, JL American Fnterpnse Institute for Public
Poltq Research. WashmEton y D,C.. Ilooser Institution on War . Resolution and Peace, Stanford University. Stanford, California. 1975 ,
PP :-J . Fmphaus added .
r abid . p. 1.
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growth in its total output and the productivity. real wagc rates . and cmplovmcnt
opportunities of its labor force. The
higher the effective rate of the U .S. tax .
the scarcer capital becomes in the `lnite d
States. the fewer the acceptable (by thi s
standard) investments abroad and the
higher must be their Sicid . Thus. foreign
uses of capital which are far more productive than U .S. domestic uses and
which would augment U .S_ real income
become unacceptable by the nationa l
neutrality standard merely by virtue o f
decisions here and abroad as to the cffective capital income tax rates .
The "national neutrality criterion" is
a highly arbitrary notion- The effects o f
its practical application—eliminating the
foreign tax credit and permitting only a
deduction for foreign taxes—depends o n
the effective U .S. tax rate and those of
various foreign jurisdictions in whic h
U.S . companies might wish to invest . Fo r
example. if the Mexican government —
pursuing the example—were to increas e
its effective tax rate to 48 percent—the
same as assumed for the United States.
then an i nvestment by a U .S . company in
Mexico would be just as "good ;' by this
neutrality criterion, as the same investment in the U .S . only if its yield rose to
S346 . In some other country choosing t o
tax corporate income at a rate of, say.
24 percent, a U .S . company's investmen t
would be just as "good" if it }yielded S237 .
By the same token, an investment affording a gross return of S300 in Mexic o
is less productive than the same invest _ment providing a-gross yield of 5240 i n
another country and less productive tha n
an equal investment yielding only 5180 i n
the United States . In other words, th e
same investment—the same commitmen t
of real capital—is equally productive a s
in the United States only if it produce s
widely disparate gross returns, dependin g
on the tax rate, hence on the extent of th e
tax-induced scarcity of capital in the
foreign jurisdiction .

- If the l'_S_ effective rate were 40 per cent instead of 48 percent, as in the preceeYdinz examples . and if U .S . domestic
investment increased so that preta x
returns decreased to SI56—thc level a t
which the same after-tax return of S93 .60
would be provided—then the same in vestment in Mc .,ico would become as
productive . by this standard . if it were t o
yield S'_81 : in another county- with a 24
percent tax rate . a pretax return of 520 5
would now make the investment just a s
productive as the same investment i n
the U .S.
It is obvious that the implc :cntatio n
of this neutrality criterion would produc e
a grossly distorted allocation of capital
between domestic and foreign jurisdictions—one which would overrid e
considerations of the real costs of capita l
resources and the real returns thereupo n
by the diffctenccs among the jurisdictions tax rates_ Surely it is a peculia r
concept of neutrality which holds that a
given investment is more valuable if i t
produces SIN than if it produces S360 .
The tax reform argument that th e
present tax treatment of foreign source
income subsidizes investment abroad by
U .S. companies depends on an arbitrary
concept of neutrality which more likely
than not would be rejected by the advocates of the proposed tax reforms in othe r
situations. There is a virtually universa l
consensus that the optimum allocation of
any production resource results when the
pretax return per unit of that resource i s
the same (when adjusted for difference s
in risk) in all alternative uses . One of the
principal arguments in the standard ta x
reform arsenal is that so-called tax "preferences", "loopholes", or what have yo u
result in disparate pretax returns to alternative uses of production resource s
and that the differences in these preta x
returns is one useful measure of the ex tent of the distortion in the allocation o f
resources resulting from these tax pref-

evens Insofar as this reasoning is valid
for purposes of tat reform aimed principally at domestic tax situations. it surely
should apply with equal force in the tax
treatment of foreign source income_
The present tax provisions provid e
much morn neariv neutral tax treatmen t
uC foreign source income than mould th e
proposed revision_ % lieve the tax rate
abroad exceeds the U_S_ rate. the forign
tax credit_ in effect . leaves the income of
c the U.S. company's foreign subsidiar y
exposed only to the tax of the foreig n
jurisdiction in which the income was
arned_ M lien the foremen tai rate is less
than that in the U_S_ . however the present tar provisions improperly . Lit- nonneutrally. expose the foreign source
income to U .S- tax_ In the :first e_xampk
above. the U.S_ collects a tax of S6_40 o n
the S180 of income arnrd in Mexico ; thi s
additional tax discriminates against th e
U.S_ company in Mexico compared wit h
Mexican companies and compared with
companies of other nationalities whos e
foreign source income is not subject to
their country's tax_ In other words- i n
these cases. the present U .S. tax treatment distorts the costs of and returns to
investment by U .S . companies compared
to other companies in the foreign jurisdiction
-2- Do the present tax provision s
adversely affect the U .S. economy'
Based on the assertion that the presen t
tax pro%is . 3ns subsidize foreign investment by U .S. companies. the tax refor m
proponents assert that the subsidy result s
in
a a shift of investment from the
United States to foreign sites; hence
,

a a smaller stock of capital in th e
United States and a larger amount
abroad than otherwise ;
M '
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less output and income available fo r
use in the U .S. than otherwise;

M

a shift in production from the US_
to foreign siter.

a a transfer of U .S. technological
advantages to other nations. in creasing their producti%itr relative
to that of the United States an d
weakening the competitive position
of the United States in international trade: hence
a an increase in U_S_ imports and a
reduction in its exports: hence
to

a Ioss in US_ production and cmplo}-meat_

M issue are the questions (a) whethe r
foreign investment by L'_S. companies
ac:urs at the expense of domestic U_S _
nestment and (b) whether there ar e
tosses in U_S_ output. employment_ and
ineomc_ either associated directly wit h
the capital in foreign sites put in place by
U .S_ investment or indircaly with th e
alleged adverse balance of trade effects _
in

The analytical and factual answer t o
these questions is that the foreign inimst ment undertaken by U_S_ companies.
given the existing tax provisions. do not
entail the adverse economic consequences for the U .S. economy asserted by
tax reform proponents; indeed . the L'-S.
economy would gain from eliminating
foreign source income (and losses) entirely from the U.S_ tax base: on th_-other
hand . the proposed tax reform would
prove injurious to the U .S. economy_
(a) Does foreign in vestment Fir U.S
companies reduce inestment a t
hunte'

The answer to the first of these questions obviously is critical to evaluation o f
the economic consequences for the U .S.
of foreign investment and of the dcsirability of changes in the tax provision s
pertaining thereto . The view that foreign
investment displaces domestic investrnent is based on superficial analysis o f

the impetus for and constraints upon
private apical formation and on a highl y
mechanistic treatment of national income account relationshi ps and identities . A morn careful and thorough
anahsis urges that tax provisions may
indeed distort the international AOL
cation of capital . as illustrated above: the
principal distortion . however. derives
from the excessive tax on income that i s
saved and invested_ The severity of this
anti saving. anti-capital tax bias differs
from one country to another and is mflected in differences in amounts of capi tal relative to other production inputs
and in the proportions of income saved
and invested_ The more sc%vmi the
United States taxes the capital income of
its nationals. irrespective of where that
income is generated . the less the amount
of capital and the slower the rate of it s
growth will be in the United States_ To
the extent tb-t the tax law depresses investment in .ne United States relative t o
that abroad . it is the set of basic antisaving tax provisions anplicable to domestic income which is responsible. no t
the provisions pertaining to foreign
source income. Increasing the severity of
application of the latter provisions IA-11 1
not increase domestic investment . al though it certainly will depress foreign
investment by U .S. companies.
Basic to the tax reform argument tha t
foreign investment occurs at the expense
of domestic investment is the assumptio n
that the total amount of an cconomv=s
saving, hence its total domestic and net
foreign investment, in a given period o f
time is completely insensitive to the cos t
of saving and is otherwise determined.
say by current or permanent income .
However convenient this assumptio n
may be for some econometric exercises .
it is anal ticall untenable. Since saving
and consumption exhaust current incame and since an increase in the relativ e
cost of one necessarily means a decrease
in the relative cost of the other, if saving

is mo elastic with respect to its cost, s o
too must be consumption . But suppose
that at a given income level . the cost of
consumption is increased while that o f
saving is reduced (for example . by substituting a retail sales tax for an income
tax . with no change in total revenue) .
Then if saving . hence consumption. is
completely inelastic with respect to its
relative cast . total consumption outlays
must increase and total saving must fall
by the amount of the increase in the cost
of consumption. This result . tha, consumption increases in response to an increase in its relative cost while saving
decreases when its relative cost falls . is
absurd in itself_ even if it wcrc accepted .
it clearly denies the notion that saving i s
zero elastic with respect to its cost . Indeed. the zerordasticity assumption is a
logical impossibility.
Paradoxically the view that an increase in net foreign investment is at the
expense of domestic investment because
total saving is unresponsive to its cost
necessarily implies that the allocation of
saving is responsive to risk adjusted
differentials in these cosu (or cquivakntly. rates of return) . in other words.
according to this view total saving is in sensitive to its cost . but its allocation, i n
contrast . is responsive to differentials i n
the cost of saving amtvng attcrnative uses _
Togcthcr these propositions hold tha t
households --and businesses actin g, as
their agents -attempt to maximize the
amount of future income to be obtaine d
from any given reservation of their current income from consumption, but tha t
no matter how much or how littie of thei r
current income must be so mscrvcd t o
obtain a given amount of future income.
thcv will save the same amount .
Recognizing that the total amount
saved and invested out of a given amount
of income in fact is responsive to changes
in the cast of saving relative to the cost o f
consumption leads to quite different con13

',ciusions about whether foreign invest- hood . domestic consumption would be
ment displaces domestic investment . To reduced. since the reduction in thecoxt of
see this. and in order to keep the analysis capital is equivalent to a reduction in th e
no more complicated than it need be . let cost of saving relative to consumption .
us begin by assuming a two-countr y In short. the tech :iok gial innovation
world with no taxes and using the same results in a shift in the composition o f
monetar► units. Further. let us assum e fulitmplpyrnent output—from conthat there are no nonmarket barriers to sumption to capital formation_ If re-intercountry movements of products o r iources were less than fully employed.
production inputs . Finally. kt us assum e total output would increase • ac vent .
that initially each countrrs exports an d however. the proportion of '~I utput aIimports are in balance and that there ar e loated to apitaI formation would rise_
no capital flows between the two. This
!Machine tool users in country F wil l
implies equilibrium in the sense tha t also want to import some quantity of th e
capital has been allocated between the new machine tools . and unless the new
two countries. by the nationals of each .
capital goods arc a perfect substitute fo r
in such amounts relative to the other other production inputs which F impc:rt s
production inputs in each that the rate o f from D. Fs total imports will increase_
return on the capital is the same in each Since the balance of payments must
'NOW. let us suppose that a techno balance. Fs increase in imports (= D's
Iogial innovation in one of the countries . increase in exports) must be exactly
D. results in reducing the real resource matched be (a) Fs increasing its exports
cost of producing any given quantity o f (= D s increasing its imports). (b) investcapital goods- We may simplify the anal- ment by Us nationals in Fin an amoun t
v$is without loss of generality by as- equal to Fs trade deficit_ or (c) some
suming that capital goods in both coun- combination of both.
tries consist of a single type of facility .
The increase in D's exports implies
say machine tools. assuming some elaseither an increase in total production i n
ticity of substitution of the machine tool s
D. If there are idle production resourc m
for - other production inputs. the im- or an equal reduction in some other domediate consequence of the impkmcn- mestic production if resources are ful h
tation of this technotoeicaI innovatio n
employed_ in the latter case . according
is to increase the aggregate real produc- to the tax reform argument . the offsettin g
tion potential of country D . as Kell as to reduction in domestic output would be
reduce the relative price of machine tools.
in the form of reduced domestic investIn the ordinary case. investment in the
. This assumption derives from th e
new machine toots by machine tool users ment
view that the total amount of saving.
in D will displace some investment tha t
therefore total .iomcstie and forcie n
otherwise would have been made i n investment. is fired at any given income
older . less advanced tools: total invest- level . Then in this view, because resources
ment, however. is likely to rise . since . by
are fully employed . income is not inhypothesis, the cost of capital has bee n creased by the increase in exports . neithe r
reduced .
is saying . and therefore . neither is the
If production resources in Dare "fully"
employed . the increase in investment i n
D must be offset by an equal reduction i n
some other expenditures on domesticall y
produced goods and services . Inall likey 14

total of gross domestic and net foreig n
investment . If imports arc unchanged . a n
increase in exports is by definition a n
increase in net foreign investment .
hence, this view argues that the increas e

in exports in ourexareple must result in a
decrease in domestic inveament, unde r
conditions of full emptocmen t
The result . to repeat . depends critically
on the assumption that saving is comptetch inelastic with respect to its cost .
But on the contrary assumption . that
saving is responsive to chances in its cost .
the increase in D's exports equal to it s
foreign investment in F need not occur a t
the expense of domestic investmentIndeed- it is not Iiketr to displace domestic investment at all .
The hyliothestmd reduction in tiv rea l
resource cost of producing capital good s
in our example is equivalent to a redixtion in the cost of future income_ Even i f
one assumes that the elasticity ofdcmand
for future income is quite iow . the effect
on the amount of current savine is Iikel r
nevertheless to be signifkant_ Tota l
saying. in other words. will increase. and
this increase in total saving will mutt in
an increase in domestic and foreign in vestment in proportions determined by a
number of basic economic factors . In ou r
example . it is unlikely that the increas e
in Us net exports i .e. . in its foreign investment will result in any offsettin g
reduction in domestic investment . On the
contrary. domestic production of consumption goods and services is likcly t o
fail while domestic production of capital
goods for domestic use and for export s
increases.
Consider next an opposite kind o f
change in D—something which increase s
rather than reduces the cost of saving .
For example. suppose D imposes a capi tal income tax of, say. SO percent . limiting
the applicability of the tax to domesti c
income . Obviously. the tax makes it mor e
expensive for those subject to it to sav c
and invest—thev must give up a large r
amount of consumption uses of curren t
income to obtain any given amount of
future income. If it is assumed . as the ta x
reform argumcntdoes, that t o t al saying is

unresponsive to its costs. then the imposition of the tax in D will not affect
total saving there nor the sum of Us
domestic and foreign investment. But
then the net return on saving and investment in D must fait by 50 percent . To
pursue the tax-reform vicw-s reasoning.
analogous to the preceding case. investment by F in D will decrease_ This means
that Fs exports to D (= Us imports) wil l
decrease in equal amount . Then D realizes an export surplus_ This export surplus—necessarily equal to Ws net foreign
investment—sill be balanced . presumably . by a decrease in Us domesti c
investment_
The tax reform argument produces the
paradoxical result that whether the cost
of saving in D rises or falls- net foreign
investment increases at the expense o f
domestic imestment .
If. more realistically. it is assumed tha t
U's total saving . hence the sum of its
domestic and foreign investment. wil l
decrease as the cost of savine is increased
by the tax . different results followsaving and investing in D decreases. as
capital therefore becomes scarcer. the
pretax return—and at a constant tax rate .
the net return—will increasc . By how
much will the net return have to rise- how much must the stock of capital
decrease?
The decrease in capital in D will hal t
when the aftertax return has risen to
equality with that in F. The critical question then is what happens to saving and
investing in F in response to Ds imposin g
its capital income tax . Thc answer is tha t
unless savers and investors of both D an d
F arc willing to accept tower returns fo r
any given amount of saving or equivalently arc willing to save more at an y
given cost . I Ys tax will not increase saving and investment in F. Hcnce. the rate
of return in F will not change . Thcn the
reduction in saving and investment in D
must be sufficient to raise the after-ta x
is

return there to the unehanced rate in F _
The pretax rate of return in D. in othe r
wands. will have to double.
%%Iwn this adjustment is completed.
the amount of capital in F will be th e
same as if D had not imposed its tax . bu t
the amount of capital in D will have
fallen. The extent of the reduction i n
saving and capital formation in D required to attain the new equilibrium will
depend on the responsiveness of saving
to changes in its relative cost- the conditions of supply of noncapital production inputs. and the substitutability of
capital for other inputs .
If fundamental saving proclivities were
to change in response to the impositio n
of the tax in D . so that savers-investors
would accept lower returns on any give n
amount of saving, the decrease in capita l
in D would be less while the total amoun t
of capital in F would increase_
The change in the percentage allocation of capital between the two countries, it may be seen. results from Us
imposing a tax on capital income. To the
extent that people increase thcirsavinga [
any given cost in response to the tax—a
peculiar assumption indeed—some shift
in invcstmct . :rom D to F will occur. To
repeat, it is D's taxing capital income tha t
impels any such shift .
This illustration, it wall be readily
recognized . involves a tax situatio n
which goes beyond the present L .S. ta x
provisions pertaining to forcign-sourc e
income: D exempts forcign-source income cntircl} from its tax .
Does it mane any sense to characterize
Us tax as subsidizing foreign i nvestment
by its nationals? If D finds the results of
its tax distasteful—other countrics sav e
and invest more—the remedy is obvious,
viz . . D should reduce the burden of it s
tax on capital income. If D deems other
tax policy considerations to be dctcrminant and persists in penalizing saving
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and ine--mmcnt uses of its income and
production c-pacity in favor of publi c
and private c3nsumption uses. it is diffcult to undcrs*and Ahv it should seek t o
extend this punk-ive effect to other nations whosc tax systems more singkmindedl► pursue economic progress_
The proposed tax reforms are properl y
seen as a manifestation of laic 20th centun mercantilism_ As discussed earlier .
then would preclude the optimum internationaI allocation of capital on th i
belief of their proponents that making i t
more expensive to invest abroad will
increase investment at home_ As we hav e
seen. this belief is mistaken: it is derived
from the misapprehension that an in crease in foreign investment displaces
domestic investment .
(b) Does furrign inrestnrent hr VA
companies reduce tire CS- outpu t
entplv_t ntent. and income'

As noted earlier. the tax reform issue
should focus on determination o f
whether foreign immstmcnt by U .S . com panics is subsidized by present tax provi sions. In fact . however. the issue appear s
to have been enlarged to include th e
question whether any such foreign investment . subsidized or not . is injurious t o
the L .S. economy. This latter question .
therefore, warrants separate examination .
To address this question . let us return
to our case of the two-country world
without taxes . Again . assume that technological advances lead to the production in D of less costly, more productiv e
machine tools.
Suppose that companies in D decide t o
undertake manufacturing operations i n
F. using the new machine tools which wil l
be imported from D. As in the priorcase .
their investment in 1= must be matches]
initially by an equal increase in D's nc.
exports to F In this case, of course, their

in%vmnwnt in F is financed . in real terms.
by the increase in D's exports to F equa l
to the %alue of the new machine toad s
used in the manufacturing operation s
in F.
Ckarty. the investment b_v Ds companies in F does not result in any immediate foss of domestic production i n
D. and it mac result in an increase if there
are idle production inputs in D_ To repeat. in real terms the net investment by
D in F must be financed by an increas e
in D's net exports to F_ If D had idl e
production inputs . total domestic output
will increase as a consequence of th e
increase in exports. irrespective of
whether the additional exports ar e
matched by additional imports- investmcnt in F, or some combination of th e
two_
But wont the manufacturing operations undertaken by D's companies in F
"displace" similar domestic production
in D . either because such output in F
substitutes for imports by F or because
such output in F is exported to D as substitutes for products otherwise produced
and used in D'' In other words_ doesn't
the foreign investment by Dscompanies
result in a subseq uent tom of domesti c
production in D?
The answer. of course, stems from a n
elementary proposition of internationa l
trade . In the first place. companies in D
would not undertake the investment and
manufacturing operations in F unles s
they anticipated that the present value o f
the returns on the use of the machine
tools in F would at least equal that in D .
If the investment occurs. then . it must be
that the real costs of production in Far e
lower than in D . But if this is so, it is t o
the advantage of D to have the machin e
tool's output produced in F. since it will
cost less in terms of real input requirements to obtain anygivcn amount of suc h
output ; for exampre, D need use Iess of its

production inputs to produce exports t o
F to pay :or the output the machine toot s
produce in F_ in short. the foreign production increases Ds production capability. which is the fundamental occasion
for trade_ To be sure. the composition o f
,atput in D must change under thes e
circumstances. and it must be recognized
that there are some veal transitory cost s
in reallocating production inputs to other
uses. But beyond the transition period .
the total amount of real output which D
an claim ckarl will be greater if. under
the postulated arcumsta-k-cs. the new
machine tools are used in F and the production inputs with which they woul d
otherwise be used in Dare reallocated t o
other more rewarding kinds of production _
The displacement" of production i n
D. it is clear. does not depend on D's
invevh- Z in F but rather on Ws exporarkC
the new machine tools to F_ if the -displaLemcnt" is deemed to be intolerable .
accordingly. D must ban the r_tporis,
focusing concern on the foreign investment is closing the barn door after th e
horse has gone_
Moreover. the displacement" in D
resulting from the use of the new machin e
tools in F is merely a special case of th e
general rule that trade necessarily involves a different allocation of production inputs from that which would b e
made in a closed economy . Thus, suppose
D's nationals invest in a subsidiary in F
which engages in operations requiring n o
production inputs exported by D. By
hypothesis . if the investment is made . i t
is because the real costs of the particula r
production activity are lower in F than i n
D. implying necessarily that some change
has occurred in F in the conditions o f
supply of some production inputs, in th e
technical conditions of production, an d
or in the state of the industrial arts . that
is, some change in the real terms of trade .
Such foreign investment must be ad17

vantageous to both D and F. putting
aside the transitional costs of anv rea l
resource reallocation which mar b e
required_ Various economic entities in D
arty be temporarily disadvantaged by th e
displacement resulting from the new o r
expanded activity in F. but if such dis _ advantages are to be avoided altogether .
D must refuse to import from F. that is.
must refuse to engage in trade at all.
Moreover. any such temporary disadvantages of trade-caused displacemen t
in D does not depend on whether th e
particular production activity in F i s
undertaken by D's nationals or Fs_ Displacement. therefore. does not depend on
D's nationals investing abroad unless i t
could be shown that then alone coul d
undertake the operations in F. that is.
enjoyed some monopoly control over an
essential production input or process .
To repeat . the companies in D would
not have undertaken the investment in F
unless they anticipated that the presen t
value of the returns on the use of th e
machine tools in F would at least equa l
that in D_ The form of payment for th e
use of the machine tools . the time pattern
of these payments. and the particula r
place where the payments were made.
that is, in D or in F . would be of no consequence so long as the present values
(adjusted for such risks as might be involved) were equal_
With respect to any of these altcrnatives, it is clear that both D and F ar e
advantaged . When adjustment to the
implementation of the technologica l
innovation is complete. both D and 1 = will
have a larger stock of real capital, henc e
greater production potential, than the y
would have had otherwise . In the new
equilibrium, moreover, the capital-labo r
ratios in both countries will he greate r
and capital formation will be a large r
share of total output than otherwise . Th e
marginal product of labor, hence the rea l
wage rate, is likely to be greater than
18

otherwise_ And the rate of MUM on am
given amount of additional capital in D
and F will be the same. savers in each
coun .rr will be indifferent regarding the
allocation of their marginal saving betwecn the two countries. Both countries
realize an increase in real productio n
potential_ From D's point of view, each o f
the alternative forms of payment for th e
additional exports must be of equal present value and equal to the present value of
the incremental real income which th e
exported machine tools would produce i f
instead of being exported they were used
in D_
_
Would anyone insist that D loses b y
exporting the additional machine tools—
real capital—and importing an equally
valuable amount of Fs output? Would
anyone argue that D loses anything if D's
machine tool exportcrs chose. instead. to
receive from Fs machine tool importers
claims on Fs future income the present
value of which is equal to that of the exported machine tools if used in D"_ The
latter . which is D's incremental investmcnt in F. must be equal in value to th e
exported machine tools and to the imports from F. it must also be equal to the
value of any alternative investment (o f
equal risk) which might be made in D_
But suppose that the D investors in F
choose never to repatriate an of th e
carnines on their investments in F : hasn't
1) then permanently lost an amount equa l
to the present value of the income strea m
which the exported machine tools wo :,ld
have produced if they had . instead, been
used in D ?
In fact . D suffers no loss from failure
by its nationals to repatriate earnings o n
their investment in F . Sines the foreign
i nv estment . by definition, equals the ex cess of D's exports over its imports . th e
initial real income produced in D in the
production of the new machine tools i s
the same irrespective of where the tool s
are sold, in D or to F. They will be sold t o

F. clearly, only if the price there is at leas t
equal to their price in D. and the optimum allocations of the sales between D
and F. obviously. will be such that the
price per machine tool is the same in both
D and F. Then irrespective of the form o f
the payment for the exported machin e
tools . its present worth to D must equal
the pride of the machine tools sold in D
which in turn must be equal to the presen t
value of the product or income generated
by the machine tools in D_ Then D mus t
be indifferent whether an additional
machine toot is sold domestically or to F
_ and equally indifferent as to the form o f
payment—that is. imports from F or
claims on Fs future income—for the
machine tool sale. Moreover. D must
also be indifferent as to the time patter n
of the claims on Ps future income o r
whether F satisfies those claims as the y
arise by exports to D or by making deposits to D's accounts in banks in D or i n
F. so long as the present value of th e
claims is equal to the price of the touts _
If D insists on repatriation . or. the mistaken belief that its claims on Fs future
income are valuaMe only if the earning s
are repatriated . than it must somehow o r
other prohibit any trade surplus. hence
an foreign investment . D cannot have a
trade surplus and a full repatriatio n
policy at the same time . All repatriation s
of earnings on D invcstntent in F requir e
equal trade cle_lirits by 1) as the repatriations occur. Since by assumption th e
present value of those claims to Ps futur e
trade surpluses (= D's trade deficits) as i t
repatriates earnings to D must also b e
equal to D's initial surplus . Insisting on
repatriation is equivalent to insisting on a
zero trade balance . But if D's initial trad e
surplus is deemed to have increased D' s
domestic product . then by the same token
M. subsequent trade deficits must reduc e
U's domestic product . On the tither hand .
if D's initial trade surplus inv olved no
change in D's total domestic productio n
but merely a change in its composition

(that is. more export goods and less. say.
domesticali sold consumptions goods) .
then neither need the subsequent trad e
deficits. arising as repatriation occurs .
affect total domestic output_ \eitherdoe s
failure to repatriate invoke any such reduction. but mercl- differences in th e
composition of a given volume of output.
Apart from the direct displacement
effects. just discussed . indirect displacement effects of foreign investment alIci edly result from the resulting transfer
abroad of U .S- technological advantages .
This view impli-s that L .S. companies
do. indeed. have advantages over those o f
other nations—that they exercise som e
monopoly control over the productio n
inputs or processes involved in technological advance and innovation . Were
this the case it might be argued that restricting L .S. investment abroad woul d
not simply change the nationality of th e
foreign investment but also reduce it s
aggregate volume. In turn. this woul d
ostensibly reduce the rate of growth o f
foreign production capacity and the alleged adverse impact of that increase i n
foreign production on L .S . output an d
employment .
Apart from the fact that both theor y
and data show that expansion of worldwide production capacity and outpu t
enlarges the trade and productivity of al l
the trading partners and that restrictin g
this expansion adversely affects them all .
this argument also reduces io the untenable proposition that trade itself i n
injurious to the U .S. economy . For unless
the technological advantages to whic h
this argument refers are exclusively i n
intangihle form. for example. specialized
managerial abilities or technical skills . o r
unless exports arc carefully restricted . th e
alleged superior technology is conveyed
abroad by the very act of exportation .
Every 747 aircraft added to a foreign air line . every numerically controlled ntachinc tool sold toa foreign manufacturer .
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even advanced-generation compute r neutrally treat foreign income or to th e
licensed or leased for use abroad convey s foreign investment generating that in the technological competence which . come.
presumably. is exported by the foreig n
Consider. for example. the first o f
investment of U.S . multinational companies . The use by foreign producers o f these arguments. that foreign investmen t
technically advanced U .S. exports surely shifts production from the United States
must be just as disadvantageous to U .S. to some other jurisdiction . To be sure.
production and employment as the use of insofar as trade surpluses are matched by
the real capital in the same foreign juris- real investment abroad. rather tha n
diction by subsidiaries or branches o f merely by the accumulation of financial
U .S . companies . In logic . if the foreig n claims. some additional production acinvestment by U .S . companies is to be tivity in the foreign jurisdiction is likely
restricted on these grounds, then U .S. to occur. The gaestion. however. is why
exports should be rest ricted to tcchno- this real investment is made. Clearly. the
reason must be that such investment i s
logically antique commoa
more profitable than equal domestic
Suppose the technological advantag e investment. Whether this greater profitis deemed to be found in the superio r ability is attributable to lower input costs .
executive. management. and technica l more efficient technology
. a more genia l
skills of U .S . company personnel as- tax environment . or sonic other factors
signed to foreign subsidiaries . Might it
is simply not relevant. For unless this
then not be argued that restricting th e greater profitability is available only t o
foreign investment which requires thes e
the U .S. company or equivalently U.S .
foreign assignments would result in recompanies enjoy some advantage over
taining these technological advantages companies of other nationalities in inwithin the U .S-?
vesting abroad . tax or other restriction s
on foreign investment by U .S. companies
same
as
that
The answer is much the
will not reduce the amount of such invest.
It
must
be
assumed
already provided
that the use of these personnel abroad i s ment but mercy change the nationalit y
more productive than in the U .S . As a of the investing companies . Irrespective
consequence, the U .S . must be advan- of the nationality of the foreign investin g
taged ; the present value of its total in - company. the impact on U .S. domestic
come claims arc greater than if these skills production and employment is the same .
were confined to the United States .
The type of foreign investment situMoreover. if this view cannot be ac- ation which appears particularly ofcepted, a necessary implication is that th e fensive to sonic tax reform proponents is
United States must shut off yet anothe r that in which a U .S. company organizcs a
kind of export—that of training an d foreign subsidiary, either investing th e
education by barring foreign student s
retained earnings of other foreign subfrom its universities and technical insti- sidiaries or raising the required capital b y
tutes .
foreign issues in foreign currencies, an d
As the preceding analysis shows, th e
arguments that foreign investment by
U .S. companies reduces U .S . employment, output, and income basically arc
objections to the U .S . 's engaging in international trade, rather than objection s
either to tax provisions which would
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relying on foreign production inputs, ra w
materials, and so forth . Insofar as these
foreign operations produce product s
which arc also produced in the U .S ., i t
appears that they necessarily involve a
reduction in domestic U .S . production .
without even the offsetting gain—at leas t

r_ .

partial—of requiring an increase in U .S .
exports to finance the initial investment
in real terms This is. however, the very type of foreign investment for which no reasonable
case can be made to expose the income i t
generates to U .S. tax . The foreign subsidiary in this case is a U_S . entity in name
onl_ - By hypothesis, no U .S. real resources were required for its organizatio n
or its operations: the investment, in this
sense. is costless to the U -S .. whatever the
cost it imposes on the economy of the
foreign jurisdiction . The effects of this
subsidiary's operations on U .S. outpu t
and employment can differ in no materia l
respect from those which would be generated by any other company of any other
nationality undertaking the identical
investment and production . Applying
U_S. taxes to this company's income i n
order to inhibit the investment, therefore.
is merely restricting competition for th e
real foreign resources required for th e
investment and production activity, to
the obvious benefit of foreign firms fre e
of similar tax burdens.
It is the opportunity for more profitable production in the foreign jurisdiction than in the U.S., not the rea l
foreign investment by U .S. companies,
which may affect U .S . output and employment . But these differences in production advantages among countries ar e
the fundamental basis for internationa l
trade. The U .S . cannot be sheltered fro m
the output and employment effects o f
changes in these comparative advantage s
by inhibiting foreign investment by U .S .
business but only by withdrawing fro m
international trade.
3 . Would the proposed tax reforms in crease U .S . employment, output, and
income by repatriating U .S . foreig n
investment ?
To address this question, it is useful t o
begin by examining the effects of the

existing tax treatment—notably th e
allowance of a credit against U.S_ tax
liability on foreign-source income for th e
taxes paid to the foreign jurisdictions .
For this purpose . let us return once again
to our two-country world, this time assuming that D imposes the same capita l
income tax on its nationals' foreign source income as it imposes on capita l
income earned at home. Suppose that D
allows a foreign tax credit against its tax _
If F imposes no tax, then D's tax wil l
apply full to the income on its natiura S
investment in F_ Obviously, the amoun t
of such investment will decrease . If initially D's investment in F represented a
substantial fraction of the total investment in F. then the decrease in such
investment will tend to raise the preta x
returns on capital in F_ In response . F's
nationals will increase their saving and
investment in F. partially substituting fo r
the decreasing investment by D's nationals. Total investment in F. however.
will eieclinc in the general case . In effect .
D's imposing its tax on the foreign sourc e
income of its nationals leads to displacement of its nationals' foreign investment
by the investment of others. If these
adjustments result in a higher equilibrium rate of return in F. as they are
likely to do. investment in D will be lowe r
than if D had not imposed its tax on th e
foreign source income of its nationals .
If F were to impose the same tax as D
on capital income earned in its jurisdiction . D's nationals would continue t o
i nvest the same amount as before F levie d
its tax, provided D allows a foreign ta x
credit for F's taxes on the income fro m
such investment . In this case, investmen t
by Ps nationals will also decrease, just a s
investment in D declined in response t o
D's imposing its tax . The result will be a
reduction in total investment in F .
Contrary to the assertion of the ta x
reform proponents, the present-law treatment of foreign-source income does no t
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expand foreign investment by U .S. companies at the cost of domestic investment.
The culprit responsible for the loss o f
domestic investment in the United State s
is the excessive taxation of swing. hence
capital formation . compared to consumption uses of income . The application of one of the sources of this excessive
tax—the corporation income tax—t o
foreign-source income. even where foreign taxes may be credited against U .S .
tax—in no way reduces this U .S. tax bias
against saving and domestic investment .
It serves . rather. merely to restrict the
bias against foreign i pestment to abou t
the same degree as that imposed on domestic investment .
Suppose that D permits its nationals
only to deduct taxes paid to F on thei r
incomes in F. instead of allowing a credit
for such taxes . Would this tax change
increase investment in D'?
If F has no tax. D's nationals will invest
in F only if the return there is equal to the
pretax return in D . This means that if the
investment is to be made in F. the retur n
on investment in F must increase from 1 0
percent to 20 percent . But the return o n
investment in F will double only if total
capital in F declines enough relative t o
other productien inputs in F to doubl e
the marginal product of capital . More
realistically, as D's nationals reduce thei r
investment, Ps nationals will increase
their investments in F. partially replacing
D's investment . Total investment in F
will probably decline, however . To the
extent that any such decline in F's stoc k
of capital relative to its other input s
occurs, 1 suffers the consequences of a
reduction in production potential, just a s
if it, too, had imposed a capital incom e
tax .
If F does in fact impose the same tax a s
D. then D's nationals will further reduc e
their investment in F. if F's taxes may
only he deducted against income instea d
of being credited against D tax liability .
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In our example . the pretax return on D's
nationals' investments in Fwould have t o
quadruple if the after-tax return in F is t o
equal that in D. Obviously. far fewe r
investments in F will prove attractive t o
D's nationals under these conditions . The
effect on total investment in F will dcpcnd on how large a proportion of th e
investment was made by D's nationals :
the larger the proportion . the greater the
reduction in total investment .
In either case D's extending its tax to
its nationals' income on investments in F
reduces total investmen . in F.
In other words by imposing its tax o n
returns to foreign investment by its nationals. D exports its tar and its adverse
effects on production capacity and out put to F. In what reasonable sense ca n
neutrality mean that if J chooses to be =
poorer. F must also be impoverished?
The consequences of D's taxing th e
foreign-source income of its nationals is
to accentuate the sacrifice of production
potential and the atter:dant reduction in
labors productivity, real wage rates . and
employment o pportunities resulting
from its tax on domestic capital income .
As a corollary, taxing the foreign source
income further distorts the allocation o f
production resources in D. Output will
not on1v Nhift away from adding to production capacity, it will also shift from
exports to private and public consumption production .
At best, therefore . D's imposition of a
tax on returns on investment in F wil l
change the composition of domestic rea l
output from export to private or public
consumption goods production . And the
total amount of this production, irrespective of the shift in its composition, will b e
less than it would have been if D had no t
imposed the capital income tax in the firs t
place. Moreover, both D and F must los e
by D's taxing returns on investment in F .
1 : loses the gain in its production capacity

and domestic product which would hav e
resulted from the higher level of investment bt D in F_ And even if D can uninterruptedlt maintain a constant rate o f
domestic resource utilization. its production inputs will be leis productively employed by virtue of the curtailment i n
trade resulting from D's taxing returns o n
investment in F_
The argument for Us taxing the foreign source income, in logic, calls fo r
restricting its exports . The argument is
that lacking these tax provisions . Us
nationals may use real resources to finance investment in F where the rea l
marginal return is less than that in D_ Fo r
example, suppose that without these ta x
provisions Us nationals would inces t
S100.000 in a subsidiary in F . Suppose
_this investment would }yield S10,000 pe r
tear in F. when F imposes no tax . bu t
S20,000 per tear preias in D. Accordin g
to the tax reform argument, the -correcttax provisions should inhibit the inestmem in F unless it, too, fields S20.000 per
tear. In real terms, financing this inv est=ment requires an equal 5100,000 increase
in exports over imports_ Suppose these

additional exports are capital goods_ O n
this criterion, wht should D allow- th e
export to F of S100.000 of its capital. irrespective of whether theexport finances .
in real terms, the investment in h! Afte r
all. if the capital is used in D . it will pro duce 520.000 per year pretax, while in F
it produces only S 10 .000. Then the export
of 5100 .000 of capital involves D's foregoing a preia.v income stream the presen t
value of which is 5200 .000 in exchange
for either imports or claims on Fs future
income with a present value of onl y
S 100.000 . To be consistent . then . with the
'reasoning" upon which it decided to ta x
the foreign-source income . D should embargo all sales of the capital to F at an y
price less than 5200 .000_ Alternatively.
D should impose an excise tax o f
S100.000 on the export of the capital .
The same line of reasoning that call s
for taxing foreign source income, in other
words, also calls for control of export s
irrespective of their form, to insure tha t
the present value of the payments made
for them at least equals the present value
of the pretax returns on domestic investment in an amount equal to the exports_

Conclusio n
This discussion has been cast, deliberately . in abstract and hypothetical terms .
The reason for doing so is to try to expose
the fundamental analytical issues involved in determining the -hest - ta x
treatment of foreign-source income . 1
hope that this purpose has been served .
This by no means is intended to deprecate the importance of actual busines s
evidence as it pertains to these issues .
Such evidence has been abundantly sup plied . It shows that foreign investment by
U .S . subsidiaries does not displace th e
parent companies investment at home ;
indeed . U .S. companies whose foreig n
subsidiaries are most rapidly expanding

the scale of their operations are for the
most part . investing domesticall at rates
exceeding those of purely domestic companies in the same industries . It shows .
further, a direct, positive connection between the foreign investment in these subsidiaries and the expansion of paren t
company exports . It shows a retu . .i flow
to the United States of earnings on foreign investments which cxcecds each yea r
the additions to the stock of capital in th e
foreign subsidiaries and which, on th e
average, is over half of the net earnings o f
the subsidiaries . Al the more aggregatiye
level, changes in net foreign investmen t
show no correlation with changes in th e
unemployment rate. Nor is the strong
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growth of such investment in the las t
decade or so associated with any change
in the labor share of national income
originating in business or with the growt h
in the dollar amount of that share.
The data and factual evidence fro m
business. I believe. strongly confirm the
arguments I have advanced against th e
alleged deleterious effects of the existing
tax provisions and against the propose d
tax reforms. 1 should like to think tha t
that evidence will be more persuasive i f
presented in a framework of analysi s
similar to that in my discussion .
Even more. I hope that my discussion.
together with the evidence from business
experience. will prove useful in stemming
the current thrust toward neomercantilism. One would have thought that the
benefits of trade would become in-
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creasingly evident as the economies o f
the world become increasingly °open .By the same token. one would have
thought that the benefits of internationa l
capital flows . unimpeded by nationalistically-inspired tax obstacles . would b e
obvious. As this discussion has been a t
pains to show. however. tae thrust of the
tax reform proposals is to erect new barriers to the efficient allocation of capital .
to the disadvantage of everyone .
Adopting the proposed tax reforms
will not expand U .S . domestic investment . It will not increase U .S . employment and output . It will not increase U .S .
national income . Indeed . by impairing
our trade and distorting the allocation o f
capital . as it must . it will reduce the efficiency and productivity growth of the
U .S. economy.

